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We are delighted to present the debut of our Exclusive 

Holiday Gourmet 2017 Catalog – full of delectable fine 

cheeses and specialty foods.  We’ve searched the world 

over, and travelled from coast to coast, seeking the finest 

hand-crafted, artisan and classic cheese favorites.  

For your customers, we’ve hand-picked a delicious array 

of holiday treats and gift selections that will delight both 

gourmet and novice palates during the festive holiday 

season.

New items from old friends are delicious holiday truckles 

from the United Kingdom. From the states we’ve selected 

some of the best artisan cheeses, hand-crafted in the 

traditional way.  Our newest addition of the top of the line 

Pâté and charcuterie while ending it off with a variety of 

the most delicious chocolates and cookies from around the 

world. 

All of these festive cheeses and specialty food products  

are certain to increase excitement, boost holiday sales  

and absolutely thrill your customers palates – as well as  

their family and friends.

We can’t wait to hear from you!  Our sales and customer 

service managers are ready to assist you in making choice 

selections for your stores during the holiday season – and 

throughout the year.

 

All of your friends at ANCO. 
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ORDERING PROCESS & DELIVERY SCHEDULE 

A. To place an order please contact your sales representative or call 

1-800-59-Cheese (1-800-593-3373).

B. All orders must be received by August 18th, 2017.  

Note: Any orders placed after this date are subject to product availability.

 1. 1st orders will be delivered the week of November 6th, 2017. 

 2. 2nd orders will be delivered the week of December 4th, 2017.  

 

              

          

      

         All AIR items are identified with an icon 

    and have a separate delivery schedule as follows: 

1. 1st AIR orders will be delivered the week of November 6th, 2017. 

 2. 2nd AIR orders will be delivered the week of December 4th, 2017.

AIR

11421 NW 107th St. Suite 1 • Miami FL  33178 • Main Office 305-651-8884 

A division of Schratter Foods, Inc.
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The Wensleydale Creamery  continues the art of traditional cheese-

making which dates back nearly a thousand years, using milk from over 

40 local farms to handcraft their delicious range of cheeses. It is the milk 

from these farms, together with the Creamery’s own starter cultures 

and the skill of its cheese-makers that give Yorkshire Wensleydale its 

unique, creamy, crumbly and full of flavor taste, that no other cheese-maker can match.  

ITEM # 510177-001 — PACK/SIZE  12/7 OZ

ABBOT’S CHOICE TRUCKLE
Specially selected creamy British Mature
Cheddar. Presented in a waxed truckle 
ideal as a gift or Holiday cheeseboard.

ITEM # 510179-001— PACK/SIZE  12/7 OZ

CRANBERRY TRUCKLES
Creamy white Yorkshire Wensleydale
cheese, made in the Heart of the Yorkshire 
Dales, England. Carefully combined with
the delicate fruity succulence of pure,
sweet cranberries.

ITEM # 505040-001 —PACK/SIZE  2/2.75 LB
ITEM # 505040-212 —PACK/SIZE  12/5-9 OZ

GINGERBREAD
Creamy, crumbly and full of flavor Yorkshire 
Wensleydale cheese, carefully combined with 
gingerbread sauce and Speculoos biscuit crumb. 
Smooth and creamy, with a true gingerbread 
flavor delivery; sweet and spiced.

ITEM # 505009-001  —   PACK/SIZE  2/2.75 LB
ITEM # 505009-212 —PACK/SIZE  12/5-9 OZ

EGGNOG
Festive Flavor; Creamy, crumbly and full of 
flavor Yorkshire Wensleydale cheese, carefully 
combined with Eggnog flavored fudge 
pieces, desiccated coconut and brandy.

Back to taBle of contents
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ITEM # 505038-001— PACK/SIZE  2/2.75 LB
ITEM # 505038-212 — PACK/SIZE   12/5-9 OZ

WENSLEYDALE MIMOSA
Sweet & zesty; Creamy white Yorkshire
Wensleydale cheese, made in the Heart of 
the Yorkshire Dales, England. Combined with 
sweetened zesty orange and champagne 
with refreshing citrus tone. The perfect festive 
addition to your cheeseboard.

ITEM # 505039-001 — PACK/SIZE  2/2.75 LB
ITEM # 505039-212 — PACK/SIZE  12/5-9 OZ

WENSLEYDALE WINTERBERRIES
Creamy white Yorkshire Wensleydale cheese, 
carefully combined with the delicate, fruity 
succulence of blackcurrants, cranberries, 
cherries and cinnamon.

ITEM # 505041-001 — PACK/SIZE  2/2.75 LB
ITEM # 505041-212— PACK/SIZE  12/5-9 OZ

BLACK SHEEP ALE CHEDDAR
Specially selected creamy British Mature 

Cheddar blended with Black Sheep  

Ale from Yorkshire, England. Perfect 

partners……

ITEM # 505042-001 — PACK/SIZE  2/2.75 LB
ITEM # 505042-212 — PACK/SIZE  12/5-9 OZ

YORKSHIRE GRAND MARNIER
Festive Decadence; Creamy white Yorkshire 
Wensleydale cheese, made in the Heart 
of the Yorkshire Dales, England. Combined 
with succulent, pure sweet cranberries, zesty 
orange and luxurious Grand Marnier.

Back to taBle of contents
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ITEM # 172712-001— PACK/SIZE  2/2.5 LB

NANCY’S HUDSON VALLEY CAMEMBERT
Our Iconic Nancy’s Hudson Valley Camembert  
is a lush blend of sheep’s milk, cow’s milk and  
cow’s cream. This soft-ripened cheese is lusciously 
creamy, rich and buttery.

Old Chatham Sheepherding Company; A sheep dairy farm located on 600 

acres of lush grassy fields in Old Chatham, New York, produces iconic, award-

winning sheep’s milk cheeses that are celebrated for their uniqueness & 

distinctive flavors.

ITEM # 172711-001 — PACK/SIZE  8/3.5 OZ

KINDERHOOK MINI CAMEMBERT
A pure sheep’s milk, soft-ripened cheese. This 
bloomy rind surrounds a wonderfullycreamy, 
earthy center that will become oozy upon  
reaching its peak.

Back to taBle of contents

ITEM # 505070-001— PACK/SIZE  6/ 2.1 LB

MANCHEGO
Manchego, the most worldly known Spanish 
cheese. It is the product of a  harsh, extreme 
climate that favors the growth of very tough 
plants, the diet for an ancestral race of sheep. 
Having a unique aroma, it becomes sweeter the 
longer it is matured.

Manchego cheese is unlike any other.  Although there are records 

of tries to make manchego cheese elsewhere, nobody has ever 

successfully imitated so many time-worn factors. Real Manchego has 

to be aged at least one month and has to only be made with milk from 

Manchegan sheep milk in the area of La Mancha, as established by 

the Regulating Council. First registered brand in the Regulating Council, 

having the IFS, BRC and ISO 22,000 Certifications

.
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ITEM # 130304-001— PACK/SIZE  6/ 7 OZ

(AIR)
BRILLAT CRANBERRY
“This lovely cheese is buttery, rich, creamy and 
decadent with a rare „natural rind“ which is essentially 
a thin skin. Brillat Savarin, is essentially the cheese 
equivalent of ice cream! This coveted triple creme 
cheese makes a perfect dessert on its own. With festive 
sweet cranberries it is a fit!”

ITEM # 130305-001— PACK/SIZE  6/ 7 OZ

(AIR)
PETIT DELICE D’ARGENTAL WITH TRUFFLE 
Triple cream cheese stuffed with a mixture of 
Mascarpone and truffles! Packaged in a beautiful 
wooden box!”

ITEM # 130306-001— PACK/SIZE  6/ 7 OZ

(AIR)
GRES D’ALSACE AFFINE WITH CHAMPAGNE 
Now washed with Champagne! Gives a pleasantly 
sweet, sparkling taste to this delicious French favorite!

AIR

For FROMI, product selection represents more than a skill, it is a 

real vocation. All year, their Master Cheesemaker travels tirelessly 

around France and Europe to unearth the best products.
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Our all-natural pâtés, terrines, mousses, cornichons, petits-toasts, mustards, 

saucisson, and other French specialties are hand-crafted in small, handmade 

batches with only the highest-quality ingredients.

ITEM # 550143-001— PACK/SIZE  6/ 6.5 OZ

BLOC DE FOIE GRAS DE CANARD
Pork free, all natural product that’s artisanal 
and handcrafted. No preservatives or colorings 
and completely fresh! Pairs well with a dry, 
sparkling white wine or a light to medium-
bodied red wine, more on the fruity side.

ITEM # 550142-001— PACK/SIZE  6/ 7 OZ

RILETTES
Pork free, all natural and fully cooked. 
No added antibiotics or artificial growth 
hormones. Pairs with a full-bodied fruity 
red wine or light-bodied dry white wine.

ITEM # 505082-001  — PACK/SIZE  6/ 8 OZ

MOUSSE FOIE GRAS
Pork free, 51% duck foie gras Pairs great 
with a dry, sparkling white wine or a light 
to medium-bodied red wine, more on 
the fruity side.

Back to taBle of contents
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All meats are certified antibiotic free, steroid free and free 

of growth hormones. The game meats are free range, cage 

free or wild. The thing about us is we know in order to create 

the highest quality product you need to start with the finest 

quality ingredients.

ITEM # 505087-001  — PACK/SIZE 10/1.22 lbs

DUCK & BOAR GIFT BOX
  100% TEXAS WILD BOAR (Feral Swine) -Prepared with 
herbs and wine to give an exceptional and authentic 
flavor of the mediterranean. 
  100% DUCK SALAMI - Rich flavor, dry cured fermented, 
red wine, Black peppercorn, aged for 2 month.
  NEW-ZEALAND VENISON & BERKSHIRE SALAMI - Venison is 
combined with Berkshire, seasoned with red wine, Juniper 
berries and Black peppercorn. Its unique flavor and 
texture pairs well with Syrah and Zinfandel.”

ITEM # 505085-001 — PACK/SIZE 10/1.22 lbs

NATURALS GIFT BOX All Free of Nitrates & Nitrites

  ROSETTE - this original French classic Rosette de LYON, is 
all natural with a sweet flavor of spices, garlic and white 
wine. Perfect with red or white Burgundy, Baguette and 
cornichons.
  NOSTRANO -Denoting the Flavor of Northern Italy with 
coarsely ground Berkshire, black peppercorn and red wine. 
It has a mildly peppery taste. Perfect with Melon and Figs.
  SOPPRESSATA PICANTE - Italian Style salami with Fennel, 
red wine, Grappa and piccante spices. Its perfect when 
paired with Pinot Grigio. 

ITEM # 505086-001  — PACK/SIZE 10/1.22 lbs

TRUFFLE SALAMI GIFT BOX
  (1) WHITE TRUFFLE SALAMI 100% BERKSHIRE - Dry cured 
fermented, with 5% White Truffle from Italy, Spices, Grappa, 
White peppercorn, aged for 3 month. Original White Truffle 
salami from the region of Alba (Italy). Perfect with a Pinot 
Noir, a Barbaresco or a Borola.
  (2) BLACK TRUFFLE SALAMI 100% BERKSHIRE - Dry cured 
fermented, Red Wine, Spices, Armagnac, Black peppercorn, 
aged for 3 month.  “Original Black truffle  salami from the 
region of Perigord (France). Perfect with a red or white 
Burgundy wine.”

Back to taBle of contents
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PARMESAN BUTTER WITH FENNEL AND SEA SALT COOKIE

PARMESAN FENNEL & SEA SALT - a sophisticated cookie that pushes the sweet and savory 
continuum. We incorporated the unique and savory flavors of parmesan and fennel in lieu of 
a typical sweet butter cookie.

SALTED ROSEMARY BUTTER COOKIE

SALTED ROSEMARY BUTTER COOKIE - a sophisticated cookie that incorporates the sweet and 
savory flavors of honey, sea salt and rosemary.  It’s the perfect cookie for entertaining.

SPICED CHAI SUGAR COOKIE

SPICED CHAI COOKIE - a sophisticated cookie that contains a culmination of cinnamon, ginger, 
cardamom, cloves, grapeseed oil and black pepper. These flavors deliver a memorable sweet 
and savory cookie experience that will have your palate celebrating each bite

Our Mission at The Perfect Bite Co. is to create delicious, unique, and 

proprietary food for entertaining. We’ve added a new line of sophisticated 

crisps to complement our line of frozen appetizers, and we can’t think of 

a better way to entertain your family and friends! We strive to make The 

Perfect Bite Company signify quality and convenience.

The Perfect Bite Company’s new line of sophisticated cookies were recognized as one of the 
ten trends at the Winter Fancy food show. We’ve combined all three flavors into a beautiful gift 
box that makes for the perfect hostess gift. We suggest serving these unique cookies with tea 
or coffee, alongside a cheese board, on any occasion that calls for dessert, or at any party 
whether you are serving or attending.

ITEM # 505051-001  — PACK/SIZE 8/1.2 lbs

THE SOPHISTICATED COOKIE GIFT BOX

Back to taBle of contents
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ITEM # 112011-001
PACK/SIZE 6/8.8 OZ

PUMPKIN SPREAD

Nature’s perfect Pumpkin jam,  
use it as a sophisticated fruit 
spread on any meal or create 
delicious dessert sauces and 
toppings. 

ITEM # 112010-001
PACK/SIZE 6/8.8 OZ

PUMPKIN WALNUT 
SPREAD
Nature’s perfect Pumpkin jam,  

paired together with the best  

walnuts. Us it on gourmet  

sandwiches or with a pâté,truly  

excellent with fresh cheeses.

ITEM # 505079-001
PACK/SIZE 6/8.8 OZ

MANGO CHUTNEY
The harmony of the mango with 
the freshness of mint finalized 
by the hot the spices, gives you 
a soft and fruited acidity of the 
vinegar. Ideal to use with some 
refined combinations in your 
creative cuisine.

CASA DA PRISCA has been running continuously since 1917 with the

lessons, philosophy and pleasure of transforming the best meats, fruits

and vegetables passed on from parents to children and from children to

grandchildren over 4 generations.

Chocolate Stars USA is a marketer of fine chocolate  

brands and innovative sweet creations crafted by  

select producers around the world: chocolate bars,  

single origin chocolates, liquor chocolate bars, 

exclusive gift boxes, professional couvertures, caramelized biscuits and confections.

ITEM # C10024-001  — PACK/SIZE 6/4.41 OZ

ASSORTED GIFT BOX DARK  
CHOCOLATE WITH CARAMEL FILLINGS 
(SEA SALT, RASPBERRY, VANILLA), 
“With Les Chocolats de Pauline, you will discover the 
real taste of cacao, as Jean-Michel the chocolate-
maker, works only with premium cocoa beans from small 

farms in Peru, Tanzania and the Dominican Republic.  

Assorted Dark Chocolate Caramel Ganaches: Flavors: 

Sea Salt - Raspberry - Vanilla”

Back to taBle of contents
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ITEM # C10025-001  
PACK/SIZE 6/4.76 OZ

NEAPOLITAINS - GIFT BOX
“Dark Chocolate Tasting Squares. Individually 
wrapped 5g each. With Les Chocolats de 
Pauline, you will discover the real taste of cacao, 
as Jean-Michel the chocolate-maker, works only 
with premium cocoa beans from small farms in 
Peru, Tanzania and the Dominican Republic.”

ITEM # CB0024-001
PACK/SIZE 6/7.05 OZ

SALTED CARAMEL
BISCUITS IN TIN

Salted caramel biscuits 
from England. Lovely 
with a nice cup of tea or 
crumble them over plain 
vanilla ice cream.

ITEM # CB0025-001
PACK/SIZE 6/7.05 OZ

DEMERARA  
SHORTBREAD  
ROUNDS IN TIN
Shortbread rounds from 
England, made the 
traditional way with 
flour, sugar and lashings 
of butter

ITEM # CB0030-001 
PACK/SIZE 6/10.58 OZ

CHOCOLATE
BROWNIE IN
TALL TIN
Superb chocolate 
brownie biscuits from 
England with delicious 
dark chocolate chips 
that will give them a  
rich and intense flavor.

ITEM # CB0032-001
PACK/SIZE  6/10.58 OZ

ALMOND  
SHORTBREAD  
IN TALL TIN
Perfectly crumbly, 
buttery shortbread 
from England with a 
generous helping of 
flaked almonds.

Back to taBle of contents
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WHAT WILL YOU FIND ON THE ANCO WEBSITE?

• Stay informed of the newest artisan and specially-select cheese and specialty
food products – and the best ways to serve them.

• Find a particular cheese – and the best way to properly handle and store it.

• Discover merchandising tips and seasonal promotion ideas

• Browse through hundreds of great recipes all enhanced by a touch of gourmet cheese

• Learn how to create the perfect  cheese board, along with tools of the trade

• Find a host of specialty foods from bakeries, confections, meats, crackers, butter, and
others hand-selected foods  from around the world

• Discover cheese and wine pairing tips for all products and recipes

• Sign up for new cheese alerts!

THE ANCOFINECHEESE.COM WEBSITE IS YOUR WINDOW
TO THE WORLD OF FINE CHEESES AND SPECIALTY FOODS.

Back to taBle of contents

CLICK TO GO
TO THE

ANCO WEBSITE

http://www.ancofinecheese.com


ITEM CODE DESCRIPTION PACK SIZE QUANTITY

WENSLEYDALE

510177-001 -----ABBOT’S CHOICE TRUCKLES __________________ 12/7 OZ

510179-001 -----CRANBERRY TRUCKLES _______________________ 12/7 OZ

505040-001 -----GINGERBREAD______________________________ 2/2.75 LB

   505040-212 ---GINGERBREAD______________________________12/5-9 OZ

505009-001 -----EGGNOG __________________________________ 2/2.75 LB

  505009-212 ---EGGNOG __________________________________12/5-9 OZ

505038-001 -----WENSLEYDALE MIMOSA _____________________ 2/2.75 LB

  505038-212 ---WENSLEYDALE MIMOSA _____________________12/5-9 OZ 

505039-001 -----WENSLEYDALE WINTERBERRIES _______________ 2/2.75 LB 

  505039-212 ---WENSLEYDALE WINTERBERRIES _______________12/5-9 OZ

505041-001 -----BLACK SHEEP ALE CHEDDAR ________________ 2/2.75 LB 

  505041-212 ---BLACK SHEEP ALE CHEDDAR ________________12/5-9 OZ 

505042-001 -----YORKSHIRE GRAND MARNIER________________ 2/2.75 LB 

  505042-212 ---YORKSHIRE GRAND MARNIER________________12/5-9 OZ 

OLD CHATHAM

172712-001 -----NANCY’S HUDSON VALLEY CAMEMBERT ______ 2/2.5 LB 

172711-001 -----KINDERHOOK MINI CAMEMBERT ______________ 8/3.5 OZ 

CASA DEL CAMPO

505070-001 -----BABY MANCHEGO___________________________ 6/2.1 LB 

FROMI

130304-001 -----BRILLAT CRANBERRY____________________________6/7 OZ 

130305-001 -----PETIT DELICE D’ARGENTAL WITH TRUFFLE_________6/7 OZ 

130306-001 -----GRES D’ALSACE AFFINE WITH CHAMPAGN ____ 6/4.5 OZ 

YOUR NAME       PHONE:

EMAIL: TITLE

COMPANY

ADDRESS  STATE ZIP

ORDER FORM: CAN BE FILLED IN ON THE PDF SAVED AND EMAILED BACK TO US
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ITEM CODE DESCRIPTION PACK SIZE QUANTITY

WENSLEYDALE

510177-001 -----ABBOT’S CHOICE TRUCKLES __________________ 12/7 OZ

510179-001 -----CRANBERRY TRUCKLES _______________________ 12/7 OZ

505040-001 -----GINGERBREAD______________________________ 2/2.75 LB

  505040-212 ---GINGERBREAD______________________________12/5-9 OZ

505009-001 -----EGGNOG __________________________________ 2/2.75 LB

  505009-212 ---EGGNOG __________________________________12/5-9 OZ

505038-001 -----WENSLEYDALE MIMOSA _____________________ 2/2.75 LB

  505038-212 ---WENSLEYDALE MIMOSA _____________________12/5-9 OZ 

505039-001 -----WENSLEYDALE WINTERBERRIES _______________ 2/2.75 LB 

  505039-212 ---WENSLEYDALE WINTERBERRIES _______________12/5-9 OZ

505041-001 -----BLACK SHEEP ALE CHEDDAR ________________ 2/2.75 LB 

  505041-212 ---BLACK SHEEP ALE CHEDDAR ________________12/5-9 OZ 

505042-001 -----YORKSHIRE GRAND MARNIER________________ 2/2.75 LB 

  505042-212 ---YORKSHIRE GRAND MARNIER________________12/5-9 OZ 

OLD CHATHAM

172712-001 -----NANCY’S HUDSON VALLEY CAMEMBERT ______ 2/2.5 LB 

172711-001 -----KINDERHOOK MINI CAMEMBERT ______________ 8/3.5 OZ 

CASA DEL CAMPO

505070-001 -----BABY MANCHEGO___________________________ 6/2.1 LB 

FROMI

130304-001 -----BRILLAT CRANBERRY____________________________6/7 OZ 

130305-001 -----PETIT DELICE D’ARGENTAL WITH TRUFFLE_________6/7 OZ 

130306-001 -----GRES D’ALSACE AFFINE WITH CHAMPAGN ____ 6/4.5 OZ 

ITEM CODE DESCRIPTION PACK SIZE QUANTITY

ANGEL’S SALUMI

505087-001 -----DUCK & BOAR GIFT BOX __________________ 10/1.22 LBS 

505085-001 -----NATURALS GIFT ___________________________ 10/1.22 LBS 

505086-001 -----TRUFFLE SALAMI GIFT BOX _________________ 10/1.22 LBS 

THE THREE LITTLE PIGS

550143-001 -----BLOC DE FOIE GRAS DE CANARD____________  6/6.5 OZ 

550142-001 -----RILETTES _______________________________________6/7 OZ 

505082-001 -----MOUSSE FOIE GRAS ____________________________6/8 OZ 

THE PERFECT BITE

505051-001 -----THE SOPHISTICATED COOKIE GIFT BOX _______ 8/1.2 LBS 

CASA DA PRISCA

112011-001 -----PUMPKIN SPREAD ____________________________ 6/8.8 OZ 

112010-001 -----PUMPKIN WALNUT SPREAD ___________________ 6/8.8 OZ 

505079-001 -----MANGO CHUTNEY ___________________________ 6/8.8 OZ 

CHOCOLATE STARS

C10024-001 ----Gift Box Dark Choc with Caramel fillings _____6/4.41 OZ 

C10025-001 ----Neapolitains - Gift Box ______________________6/4.76 OZ 

CB0024-001 ----Salted Caramel Biscuits in Tin________________6/7.05 OZ 

CB0025-001 ----Demerara Shortbread Rounds in Tin _________6/7.05 OZ 

CB0030-001 ----Chocolate Brownie in tall __________________6/10.58 OZ 

CB0032-001 ----Almond Shortbread in tall _________________6/10.58 OZ 

ORDER FORM: CAN BE FILLED IN ON THE PDF SAVED AND EMAILED BACK TO US
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Back to taBle of contents



We wish you 
a successful 

and prosperous 
holiday season. 

Thank you! 
Good health to all 

and happy holidays!

11421 NW 107th St. Suite 1 • Miami FL  33178

ANCOFINECHEESE.COM
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